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The trouble with music appreciation in general is that people are taught to 

have too much respect for music they should be taught to love instead.  

Igor Stravinsky



  

MON JUN 6, 2022 | curator: Gustavo Matamoros 

This two-hour long program explores the audible influence of Modern 

Music on 1970s Progressive Rock in recordings by Egg and Stravinsky. 

Episode highlights include the use in music of asymmetric and multi-

metric rhythms, not as capricious novelties, but as grammatical tools 

that make musical sentences feel surprising, less redundant, more 

poetic, natural and easier to discern.

Eggstravinsky



Sound is audible manifestation of life. 

Gustavo Matamoros



  

MON JUN 13, 2022 | curator: Gustavo Matamoros 

This two-hour long program explores modalities of listening in 

general (to music and otherwise) that highlight the role of 

sound as audible description of the world around us. 

This episode introduces us to alternative ways of discerning 

and understanding sound that expand our sonic vocabulary and 

help us appreciate the value of befriending that which we have 

learned to dismiss as “noise”.

A DISTURBANCE IN THE FORCE



Everybody has a superficial side and a deep side, but this culture doesn’t place 

much value on depth.   

Joni Mitchell



  

MON JUN 20, 2022 | curator: Gustavo Matamoros 

The word ‘song’ is used by poets, musicians and ornithologists 

alike. So what makes the “song” a song? The language? The 

melody? The warbling? Something else? 

This 3rd episode of the Listening Club is in the form of a 

songbook—an anthology of recorded songs, many of which may not 

sound like it to you or me. Warning: some of this music may 

evoke strong emotions, bring about laughter and/or tears.

SONGBOOK



If everything seems under control, you’re not going fast enough.

Mario Andretti



  

MON JUN 27, 2022 | curator: Gustavo Matamoros 

With the advent of recorded sound, we are now able to speed up 

or slow it down. Composers today use digital tools to explore 

the nature of sound the way biologists use a microscope to 

discover and study marvelously tiny worlds.

The listening playlist in this episode makes us aware of the 

richness of content in sound relative to speed. It seeks to show 

aspects of sound often difficult to discern with our naked ears.

SUPERSONIC TALES OF SOUND AND SPEED
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